
Islington’s Housing Providers' Partnership 

  

The purpose of the partnership agreement is to link housing association providers in 

Islington and Islington Council in partnership to facilitate local delivery on key 

strategic themes. This partnership agreement also provides corporate leadership as 

a strategic housing authority in delivering the ‘Islington Housing Strategy’ 

The housing crisis takes many forms, and the challenges we face in Islington need 

solutions that fit our own local circumstances. Rough sleeping and homelessness 

are the most visible and damning indication of the crisis we face. But there are many 

other aspects, including the barriers facing young people trying to set up their first 

home, older people looking for better choices to help them stay living independently, 

families wanting somewhere stable to put down roots but living on short term 

tenancies in the private rented sector. 

The housing crisis is as serious as it has ever been and the economic, social and 

environmental landscape remains unstable and unpredictable, due to the COVID 

pandemic, austerity measures introduced by central Government and the cost of 

living crisis. In such an environment the pressure on Islington Council and housing 

association partners is profound, and effective joint partnership working is crucial to 

make sure people in the Islington communities receive the housing and support they 

need. 

Islington Council and our housing association partners share a strong common 

vision and purpose to provide much-needed affordable housing, prevent 

homelessness, and provide the highest standards of management for the 

maintenance and management of our homes. 

The following table helps to demonstrate the areas Islington Council and our housing 

association partners have a successful partnership arrangement already in place 

and this partnership agreement will help to further advance this partnership work: 

Partnership arrangements in place in Islington with our housing association 
partners 

Housing Strategy  

Building new homes 

Homeless duties 

Re-housing households in housing need from the housing register 

Community Safety and Anti-Social Behaviour  

Fire risk and fire safety 

Supporting people  

Refugee resettlement 

 

For effective partnership working, Islington Council and our housing association 

partners need a better understanding of each other’s businesses, and the operating 

environment in which both are working. Therefore, the Islington Housing Association 

Partnership Agreement between the council and Housing Association partners 

identifies safe, decent and affordable housing as our priority – homes to fit the needs 



and aspirations of current and future residents. This vision is intended to sketch out 

our ambitions, and to give a framework for more detailed partnership work to follow. 

Although public strategic agreements are not essential, they can be very helpful in 

focusing partners on shared objectives and setting out delivery expectations. Hence, 

why this partnership agreement is important. The partnership’s objectives contained 

within this agreement align with those of the individual organisations that form part of 

it. Housing Association partners would also be welcomed to attend and be 

represented at the council’s strategic forum i.e., Children’s and Adults Safeguarding 

Forums. 

It is equally important that housing association executives are visible in Islington. 

This means having regular meetings with the council leader, the executive member 

for housing, the chief executive and the corporate director of homes and 

neighbourhoods. Visibility also means that the housing association chief executive 

intervenes personally, proactively, and effectively where things go seriously wrong – 

in terms of either development or local housing management. This intervention 

would provide demonstrable evidence to local councillors and the local media that 

the association is taking local issues seriously, fosters trust and helps to ensure that 

the ‘brand reputation’ of the association is maintained with the council. Housing 

Association representatives would also be welcomed to attend the Housing Scrutiny 

Committee to help to demonstrate a transparent partnership framework.  

We would want to ensure the following frameworks are adopted by all partners 

• Ensure vital services for tenants and leaseholders in Islington are easy to 
access, and responsive to residents’ individual circumstances. 

• To ensure a consistent level of capital investment and asset management into 
homes in Islington. 

• As part of being locally accountable, to be able to provide transparent and 
measurable information at borough level about levels of service and 
investment. 

• Work with all partners to ensure the needs of vulnerable and multiple complex 
needs residents are addressed with statutory agencies. 

• Promoting local employment opportunities and investing in the local economy 
of Islington  

• Promoting higher management standards, following national best practice and 
shared learning. 

 
This partnership agreement is a statement on how Islington Council and its housing 

association partners can work in partnership to improve residents’ individual and 

community well being 

We know we can’t do this alone, and some of these issues could need a twenty-year 

effort to really resolve. But we know we will only succeed with the help, support and 

commitment of local communities, and housing associations.  

Housing plays a central part in people’s lives. We all need and deserve a safe, 

decent and affordable home to provide the stable foundation for everything else that 

we want to achieve for ourselves and our families, a home that gives us the secure, 



warm, dry haven we all need. When we fail to provide that, the impacts on 

individuals and society as a whole can be severe and long lasting, as we see all too 

clearly in our work to tackle homelessness and rough sleeping. 

To give our children the best start in life, we know that good housing with room for 

families to grow, and access to green spaces to play, helps to give kids the healthy 

and stable start that sees them starting school ready to learn, and better placed to do 

well as they progress. Our economic future depends on keeping and attracting the 

people who will make Islington a place of ideas and invention, a modern economy 

that draws in investment, visitors and talent. We need our housing offer to be an 

affordable and attractive one – to provide an excellent quality of life, connected to 

education and employment, in neighbourhoods all across Islington that our future 

generations will want to make their home. 

Over 17,500 properties in Islington are home to housing association residents, and 

we have 48 housing association partners who provide homes and neighbourhoods 

for a significant proportion of Islington’s residents. It is therefore clearly important 

that the Council and housing associations work in partnership to deliver the best 

housing outcomes we can for our residents and communities. 

For many of us, the right home can enable us to live healthier, more independent 

lives for longer than would otherwise be possible. Health inequalities within Islington 

are often reinforced by poor quality housing, which we need to address if we are to 

achieve our ambitions to deliver a radical upgrade in the health of Islington residents. 

Providing specialist supported housing will be an important contribution, but well-

designed mainstream homes need to be at the heart of our approach. These need to 

be homes Islington residents can afford – our aspirations for inclusive growth, 

bringing the benefits of economic development to everyone in Islington, will be 

frustrated if the cost of finding the right home in the right place is out of reach for too 

many of us. That includes the cost of keeping homes warm – quality, modern, 

properly insulated and energy efficient homes are cheaper to run as well as helping 

reduce carbon emissions and being better suited to deal with our changing climate.  

All partnerships need to be underpinned by a common understanding and common 

purpose. No one partner has all the answers to everything and people need to follow 

as well as lead, therefore, this partnership agreement sets out a challenging 

partnership arrangement going forward. 

A driver for change is focused on listening to the residents who live in affordable 

housing in Islington and acting effectively where their concerns are greatest. We 

wish to ensure through this partnership agreement to enable residents having 

sufficient information on performance data, complaints are dealt with effectively; and 

that resident engagement and scrutiny measures are made more effective. The 

Council shares those concerns and believes that if these issues are addressed, it will 

provide the platform for wider community wellbeing outcomes the Council and its 

partners are seeking to deliver 



This is why our ambition to be a world leader in delivering new net zero carbon 

homes alongside finding ways to accelerate retrofitting of our existing homes is so 

important. 

OUR PARTNERSHIP VISION IS:  

• ISLINGTON COUNCIL WISHES TO BE SEEN AS THE BEST COUNCIL IN 

ENGLAND AND TO ACHIEVE THIS A STRONG AND EFFECTIVE 

PARTNERSHIP IS REQURED WITH OUR HOUSING ASSOCIATION 

PARTNERS. 

• THAT OUR EXISTING HOMES RECEIVE THE INVESTMENT THEY NEED 

TO MEET AND EXCEED MODERN REQUIREMENTS FOR THEIR 

BUILDING SAFETY, SECURITY, WARMTH AND PHYSICAL 

ACCESSIBILITY. THIS INCLUDES RETROFITTING OUR EXISTING 

HOMES TO MEET OUR AMBITIONS FOR NET ZERO CARBON HOMES  

• ENSURE ALL PROPERTIES ARE FREE FROM MOULD AND DAMP 

• WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE COUNCIL TO ADDRESS THE 

CHALLENGES RESIDENTS FACE WITH THE COST OF LIVING CRISIS  

• THOSE HOMES WILL BE PART OF NEIGHBOURHOODS OF CHOICE, 

CONNECTED TO ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND STRATEGIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE, AND OFFERING AN EXCELLENT QUALITY OF LIFE 

FOR ALL PARTS OF THE COMMUNITY  

• ALL PARTNERS ARE CONFIDENT THAT OUR HOMES WILL BE WELL 

MANAGED AND SAFE, DECENT AND AFFORDABLE  

• PEOPLE IN HOUSING NEED, HOMELESS OR AT RISK OF BECOMING 

HOMELESS CAN QUICKLY ACCESS SOCIAL HOUSING OR OTHER 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING OPTIONS SO THEY CAN RETAIN THEIR PLACE 

IN ISLINGTON 

• THAT NO-ONE WILL NEED TO SLEEP ROUGH IN ISLINGTON 

• WE CONSISTENTLY DELIVER THE RIGHT HOMES IN THE RIGHT 

PLACES, PROVIDING THE NUMBER AND MIX OF NEW HOMES FOR THE 

FUTURE NEEDS OF ISLINGTON  

• THE NEW HOMES WE BUILD ENHANCE THE CHOICE, AFFORDABILITY, 

QUALITY AND VARIETY OF HOUSING AVAILABLE IN 

NEIGHBOURHOODS, AND ARE ACCOMPANIED BY SOCIAL AND OTHER 

INFRASTRUCTURE RESIDENTS NEED AND THE EXISTING COMMUNITY 

TO THRIVE, INCLUDING SCHOOLS, HEALTH FACILITIES AND GREEN 

SPACES  

• THAT THE QUALITY AND DESIGN OF NEW HOMES MEANS WE CAN 

BETTER MATCH THE HOUSING SUPPLY TO THE FUTURE HOUSING 

NEEDS AND INCOMES OF ALL OF ISLINGTON’S RESIDENTS  

• WE AIM TO ENSURE THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN ISLINGTON IS 

A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION  

• WE WILL BENCHMARK ACROSS THE PARTNERSHIP TO DRIVE 

SERVICE IMPROVMENTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF RESIDENTS 



• WE WILL AIM TO BE IN THE TOP QUARTILE FOR ALL NATIONAL 

PERFROMANCE INDICATORS PULISHED BY THE REGULATOR OF 

SOCIAL HOUSING  

• ALL PARTNERS TO CONTRIBUTE POSITIVELY TO COMMUNITY SAFETY 

AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR WORK 

• LISTEN AND RESPECT RESIDENTS’ VIEWS. BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY 

RESPOND TO THESE VIEWS 

• RESPECT DIVERSITY AND PROMOTE EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY 

FOR ALL SECTIONS OF SOCIETY 

• BE TRANSPARENT AND HONEST WITH EVERYONE  

• RESPOND TO ELECTED MEMBER AND MP ENQUIRIES WITHIN 10 

WORKING DAYS  

• OPENLY SHARE BEST PRACTICE OR LEARNING INSIGHTS/EXAMPLES 

ACROSS THE LOCAL PARTNERSHIP  

• IMPROVE RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT IN ORDER TO EMPOWER 

RESIDENTS 

• WE WILL WORK TOGETHER TO PREVENT HOMELESSNESS. 

• PARTICIPATE IN REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROGRAMMES TO 

ENSURE THAT THIS OFFER ALSO INCLUDES THOSE DISPLACED BY 

WAR AND NEEDING SANCTUARY. 

• WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE COUNCIL TO DEVELOP HOUSING 

FIRST ACROSS ISLINGTON  

• WORK IN PARTNERSHIP TO DEVELOP BEST PRACTICE IN FIRE RISK 

ASSESSMENT AND BUILDING SAFETY  

• CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND INPLEMENTATION OF THE 

HOUSING STRATEGY AND THE HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION AND 

ROUGH SLEEPING STRATEGY 

• COMMIT TO MEETING THE NEEDS OF ALL VULNERABLE TENANTS 

• WORK IN PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER THE COUNCIL’S CARE VALUES  

• ENSURE 100% OF NEW BUILD LETTINGS AND 95% OF SUBSEQUENT 

LETTINGS ARE ALLOCATED THROUGH A PARTNERSHIP NOMINATIONS 

AGREEMENT.  


